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Introduction

Transparency and accountability are fundamental enablers for arms control and nuclear

weapon safety and security. As noted in a United Nations-supported Weapons of Mass

Destruction Commission report, “increased transparency of nuclear-weapons-related

information is an indispensable prerequisite for more progress in nuclear disarmament and

its verification.”1 Among the least understood elements of the world’s nuclear weapon

arsenal is the People’s Republic of China’s (PRC) system for storing and maintaining its

nuclear warhead stockpile. The dearth of information is in part purposeful – its nuclear

warhead stockpile naturally is among China’s most closely guarded secrets.2

The Chinese Communist Party’s Central Military Commission (CMC) maintains strict control

over China’s operational nuclear warheads through a centralized storage and handling system

managed by the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) Second Artillery. Nuclear warheads are

granted special consideration due to their political significance and potential consequences of

an accident, incident, or unauthorized use.3 As a result, warheads are managed in peacetime

through a system that is separate and distinct from Second Artillery missile bases and

subordinate launch brigades.4 Second Artillery nuclear warheads also appear to be managed

separately from China’s civilian fissile material protection, control and accounting (MPC&A)

system. 5 In addition, the Second Artillery appears to control and manage nuclear warheads

that could be delivered by other services, such as the PLA Air Force and Navy.6

A preliminary examination of China’s nuclear warhead storage and handling system indicates

that Beijing adopts a responsible and serious attitude with regards to nuclear security and

safety. A centralized warhead management system has clear benefits. However, assuming

China’s nuclear strategy remains one of minimal deterrence and retaliation, it also can be

vulnerable to a disarming first strike. As a result, China’s warhead storage and handling

system is designed to survive a first strike and retain sufficient operational capability for

retaliation.

The size of the PRC’s nuclear weapon arsenal is less important than how warheads are

managed or employed. As New America Foundation’s Jeffrey Lewis adroitly observed,

“China's nuclear deployment and arms control patterns stem from the belief that deterrence

is relatively unaffected by changes in the size, configuration, and readiness of nuclear

forces.”7 Consistent with this observation, an initial review of its storage and handling

infrastructure does not indicate obvious or significant expansion of China’s nuclear warhead

stockpile. However, a ballistic missile infrastructure that is expanding without a significant

growth in its nuclear warhead stockpile could indicate an extension of Second Artillery’s
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conventional strike mission. In general, the distinction between ballistic missiles equipped

with nuclear and conventional payloads is becoming increasingly blurred.

Under a declaratory no-first-use policy, the PRC’s nuclear deterrent has relied upon

quantitative and geographic ambiguity.8 Yet after more than 40 years, it appears that Chinese

censorship is relaxing to the point that sufficient information can be pieced to together to

form an initial mosaic of how the PRC may store and maintain its most powerful and

destructive weapons. This image is tiled together through a mix of authoritative sources,

correlation of reliable data, and analysis.

The 22 Base & Warhead Stockpile Management

Situated deep in the Qinling [秦岭] mountain range about 140 kilometers west of the

historical city of Xian, an independent organization known as the 22 Base is responsible for

storing and managing most of the Second Artillery’s nuclear warhead stockpile. As primary

custodians of China’s nuclear warhead stockpile, the 22 Base inspects warheads for reliability

and safety, stores and transports warhead components, trains missile base personnel in

warhead storage, maintenance, assembly, and mating, maintains a support infrastructure for

warhead management, and operates a communications system that supports its mission.

Each of Second Artillery’s six army-level missile bases

replicates 22 Base functions on a smaller and perhaps

modified scale. Each missile base also has regiments

responsible for training, transportation, warhead

storage and inspection, repair and maintenance, and

communications.9 A specialized 13-member warhead

expert working group [二炮兵弹头专家组] assists

Second Artillery’s leadership in stockpile management

policy.10

The Second Artillery’s nuclear weapons management

function begins with its central warhead storage and

handling complex. Known as the 22 Base [96401 Unit],

the complex has been located in Taibai County [太白县]

deep in the Qinling mountain range for over 40 years.11

However, its original location, dating back to the origins

of China’s nuclear weapon development program, was

near Xining in Qinghai Province.12
Taibai County township nestled in the Qinling

Mountains. (Source: www.163.com)
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In 1958, Mao Zedong commissioned a little known infantry school based in Shangqiu, Henan

Province, to survey sites for missile and nuclear warhead testing and storage. The Shangqiu

Infantry School commandant Major General Jia Qianrui [贾乾瑞] and student affairs director

Hong Youdao [洪有道] were responsible for the warhead storage site survey, with the former

eventually becoming the father of China’s warhead security. The first storage tunnel

reportedly was completed in 1964, the same year as China’s first nuclear test, and

subordinated to the National Defense Science Commission in 1965.13 Declassified U.S.

intelligence community reporting from 1971 indicates that a central storage facility for

warheads was located “in a ridge about 12nm from the Koko Nor weapons fabrication

complex.”14

The Move from Qinghai to Taibai. In 1969, China’s political and military leadership began

preparations for relocating the primary warhead storage and handling function to Taibai

County in the Qinling mountain range.15 Taibai County is said to have been identified as a

candidate storage site in the 1958 survey and may have been a factor in the establishment of

Taibai County in early 1960s. However, the final decision to relocate to Taibai appears to have

resulted from a number of factors. First, military leaders may have opted for a more

defendable location in the wake of the deterioration in relations with the Soviet Union in

1969. In addition, a larger facility may have been required to facilitate the growth in delivery

platforms and initial operational capability of the DF-2 (CSS-1).16

Another security consideration may have led to the move. During 1967, the nuclear weapons

program in Qinghai became subject to Cultural Revolution strife, including attempts by rival

factions to seize nuclear-related facilities in both Qinghai and Xinjiang. On March 5, 1967,

Premier Zhou Enlai, at the urging of CMC Vice Chairman Gen Nie Rongzhen, declared martial

law and placed Jia Qianrui in charge of enforcement. Along with Hong Youdao, Jia oversaw

the relocation from Qinghai to Taibai County in 1969 and 22 Base operations until the unit’s

subordination to Second Artillery in January 1979.17

Details regarding construction of the Taibai tunnel complex are unavailable at the current

time. Taibai Mountain is the highest peak in China, east of its three western-most provinces

of Tibet, Qinghai, and Xinjiang. Taibai Mountain reaches 3767 meters (12,358 feet) in height

and is formed of large granite rock. Perhaps to facilitate logistics, the PLA Rail Corps initiated

construction of a rail line connecting Baoji and Chengdu and third line nuclear production

facilities near Mianyang in the 1960s. The Baoji-Chengdu line was considered a major feat,

not only because it was China’s first electric rail, but due to tunnels that sliced through

mountains south of Baoji. Of most significance was a 2.3 kilometer tunnel passing through

Qinling Mountain and a series of spiral tunnels just southwest of Baoji.18 The rail also

supported a major ballistic missile engine and component research and development and

production complex, known as the 067 Base, in the mountainous county adjacent to Taibai

that was established in 1965.19
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22 Base Headquarters. As custodians of China’s nuclear warheads, the 22 Base headquarters

is located in the city of Baoji. The 22 Base mirrors the Second Artillery’s six missile bases in

stature and organization.

Due to the nature of their work, 22 Base personnel have some distinguishing characteristics.

The role of the political commissar is likely more pronounced than in other bases, due to the

heavy emphasis on personnel reliability, security, and local civil-military relations.20 Similarly,

position of senior engineer [zong gongchengshi; 总工程师] and staff in the Equipment

Department are likely more prestigious than counterparts in other bases as they are

responsible for the technical aspects of nuclear warhead safety and reliability.21 Base

engineers have been reported to have developed a close working relationship with defense

industry and academia, including the China Academy of Engineering Physics (CAEP).22

The 22 Base nuclear warhead storage and handling system includes five key functions: 1)

storage; 2) transportation; 3) training; 4) communications; and 5) warhead/special vehicle

maintenance and repair.

Taibai Underground Nuclear Weapons Storage Depot

With missile bases possessing only a limited number of warheads at any given time, China’s

central nuclear weapons storage complex is situated in Taibai County.23 Euphemistically

referred to as the 22 Base “technical service regiment” [jishu qinwu tuan; 技术勤务团], the

Taibai underground complex is said to be equipped with an advanced physical protection

system. Security measures include real time video monitoring, infrared security system, a

computerized warhead accounting system, temperature and humidity controls, firefighting
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equipment, fingerprint and other access control, and advanced communications linking sites

within the complex.24 The Taibai complex appears to consist of at least two specific zones

known as Hongchuan [红川] and Hongling [红岭].25 Work also has been carried out to

examine the effects of electromagnetic pulse effects on warhead and missile electronics.26

The depot has reportedly experienced to have discipline and morale problems.27

A number of subordinate units support the regiment’s warhead storage operations. A depot

management battalion [zhuguan ying; 贮管营] maintains the facilities, while a technical

support battalion oversees the safekeeping of warhead components.28 A dedicated security

battalion includes a subordinate horse cavalry company for patrolling a 400 square kilometer

security zone in mountainous terrain.29 One 2008 PLA Daily article credits the regiment and

its six subordinate units for their accident-free record for 40 years.30 However, warhead

accidents have been known to happen. The PLA Daily reported that one missile base-level

storage regiment had an accident 15 years ago due to a vehicle mishap.31

A command center in the area of Taibai appears to serve as the operational hub of the 22

Base’s warhead storage and handling system. Known as the Hongling Command Cell

(hongling zhihuizu; 红岭指挥组), the watch center likely is co-located with a storage facility,

and overseen by one of the 22 Base’s deputy chiefs of staff.32 One recent PLA Daily article

indicated that Second Artillery underground storage facilities may double as reserve

operational command centers.33

The storage complex is supported by a Second Artillery civil engineering regiment

subordinate to the 308 Engineering Command, based south of Taibai in the city of Hanzhong,

and an installation engineering group in Luoyang.34 Although the Taibai nuclear warhead

facility has existed for 40 years, Second Artillery engineering units have been engaged in a

national engineering project in the Qinling Mountain region between Taibai and western

foothills adjacent to Tianshui city (Gansu Province) over the last 10 to 15 years.35 At least one

22 Base study implied a requirement for upgrades to older underground facilities for health

reasons.36 Other engineering projects have also been taking

place in the area. Construction on a major high speed

expressway connecting Baoji and Hanzhong, involving major

tunneling work, has been planned to begin in 2010. Second

Artillery is allegedly opposing the project as the freeway is

planned to pass near Taibai.

Missile Base-Level Storage. Base-level storage facilities for

nuclear and probably conventional warheads, missiles,

associated sub-systems, components, and fuels are

generally referred to as “equipment inspection” regiments

[zhuangjian tuan; 装检团]. Each regiment oversees at least

three battalion-level facilities, known as “equipment

Probable 55 Base Storage Regiment Headquarters, Huaihua,

Hecheng District (Source: Google Earth)
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inspection sites” [zhuangjian zhan; 装检站], which conduct testing and diagnostics of

warheads in underground facilities, usually in mountainous regions.37 Each site can have as

many as seven subordinate sub-units [zhuangjian fenzhan; 装检分站], indicating that a

missile base’s warhead inspection and missile depot system could have as many as 21 sites.

Warhead regiment engineers appear to deploy to prepared launch sites for final mating and

checkout before launch.38 Following is a breakout of the regiments under the six missile

bases:

Base Warhead Regiment (MUCD) Probable Regimental HQ

51 Base, Shenyang 96123 Unit (901 Regiment) Tonghua County39

52 Base, Huangshan 96173 Unit (902 Regiment) Jingdezhen

53 Base, Kunming 96223 Unit (903 Regiment) Mi’le County

54 Base, Luoyang 96273 Unit (904 Regiment) Lushi County40

55 Base, Huaihua 96323 Unit (905 Regiment) Huaihua, Hecheng District

56 Base, Xining 96373 Unit (906 Regiment) Huangzhong County

Many of the base-level storage regiments appear to have been relocated over the last 25

years. In 1985, the CMC approved a Second Artillery request to begin redeploying units from

remote sites to areas surrounding cities and towns. The initiative was aimed not only at

improving the standard of living for Second Artillery troops but also to access more advanced

communications networks at the new location.41

22 Base and the six missile bases
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Missiles and fuel appear to be stored separately from warheads. In at least one case, RP-3

turbojet fuel for an unidentified missile (presumably the DH-10), is stored near the brigade’s

central missile depot area [zhongxinku daodan chucunqu; 中心库导弹储存区]. Due to its

large inventory of conventional SRBMs, the 52 Base storage functions appear to be somewhat

different from the remaining five missile bases. It has a separate regiment (96176 Unit) for

storage of missiles located in Shangrao County, known as a “missile component depot”

[导弹器材仓库].42

Warhead Mobility

The mobility of nuclear warheads is critical to Second Artillery’s nuclear deterrent and

warfighting capability. A separate regiment under the 22 Base is responsible for movement of

nuclear warheads and components between the Taibai central storage complex and storage

regiments under the Second Artillery’s six missile bases. The warheads appear to be

circulated back and forth between the central storage complex in Taibai and six smaller

storage facilities subordinate to each missile base. Only a relatively small handful of warheads

appear to be maintained at each base’s storage regiment for any extended period of time.43

Second Artillery’s warhead storage and handling system relies on rail and road, with air

transport only used in extreme circumstances. Also known as the 96422 Unit, the 22 Base

special transportation regiment [tezhuang yunshu tuan; 特装运输团] relies on the national

rail system and operates 24 hours a day, seven days a week to keep the warheads circulating.

The 22 Base special transportation regiment headquarters is located in Taibai, while its rail

battalion appears to be located in Liangdang County, about 85

kilometers west of the Taibai storage complex.44 The regiment’s

road battalion uses specialized container vehicles to transport

warheads by specially designated roads linking Taibai with rail

transfer points [zhuanyun zhan; 转运站] along the Baoji-

Chengdu rail line. These transfers often take place at night and

with an effort to avoid public scrutiny.45

Given Second Artillery’s high degree of reliance on the nation’s

rail and highway system for its nuclear deterrent, a failure in the

transport network is cause for concern. One example of a rail

failure that potentially affected warhead logistics occurred

during the May 12, 2008 Sichuan earthquake. A train hauling hazardous materials derailed

and ignited inside a tunnel in Qinling Mountains in the vicinity of a primary 22 Base warhead

rail transfer point. Rail operations on the Baoji-Chengdu line were shut down for 12 days. The

Hongling Command Cell commander responded and arrived on the scene in just over two

hours.46 Another incident on icy roads in the Qinling Mountains resulted in a vehicle pileup

that required use of Second Artillery cranes to clear up.47

Second Artillery DF-31 Rail Transport.

(Source: Xinhua)
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Missile Base Transfer Regiments. Each base has a regiment responsible for transfer of

warheads and other systems from rail lines and

other sites to missile base operating facilities.

Referred to as “technology service” [jishu qinwu;

技术勤务] regiments, these units oversee rail

transfer facilities [tielu zhuanyun zhan;

铁路转运站] and have at least one subordinate

rail transport company [铁运连].48 Transfer units

have an emphasis on armed escort [押运]

missions, and rely on dedicated communications

and security surveillance networks for security.49

Furthermore, a Second Artillery text indicates that

missile base technology service regiments are

responsible for ensuring availability of materials

and spare parts for launch and storage sites.50

Warhead Safety and Reliability

Due to their extremely destructive nature, nuclear warheads require strict safety, reliability,

and security measures to guarantee that they are never accidently or intentionally detonated

without the authorization of the most senior political authorities.51 Along these lines, 22 Base

bears the responsibility for engineering analysis and environmental testing to ensure the

safety and reliability of China’s nuclear weapon stockpile. Reliability and safety of nuclear

warheads and materials have been sensitive issues in Chinese politics. Veterans from four

units associated with testing, storage, and maintenance of nuclear warheads in the 1960s and

1970s have submitted legal claims to the government related to radiation-linked health

problems.52

Until the early 1990s, problems with warhead safety and reliability appeared to have

continued. In a 1991 assessment, Second Artillery Equipment Department analysts lamented

excess prioritization of missiles over nuclear warhead stockpile management. In addition to

inadequate launch battalion training on live warheads, few engineers from the Second

Artillery unit tasked with stockpile reliability had hands-on experience in inspecting warheads.

Increasing the risk was the lack of follow-on technical support from China’s civilian nuclear

industry after delivery of new warheads to the Second Artillery. The analysts recommended a

major program to improve China’s nuclear stockpile management, especially as a new

generation of warheads would be entering the operational inventory.53

Today, the specific regimental sized organization under the 22 Base responsible for warhead

reliability and safety is the 96411 Unit, also known as the “equipment inspection institute”

[zhuangjian suo; 装检所]. Since at least 2005, the institute has focused on improving its

Possible Transportation Regiment rail transfer point. 52

Base 96172 Unit, Yangguangcun, Qimen County, Anhui

Province (Source: Google Earth)
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warhead surveillance capabilities. Engineers regularly “pulse” components inside the 22 Base

storage complex to ensure safety and reliability.54 In addition to sending its own engineers for

advanced degrees and other training, the institute has contracted with senior warhead

designers and specialists from at least 10 nuclear-related institutions throughout China,

including CAEP, China Institute of Atomic Energy [中国原子能研究所]; and China Institute of

Radiation Protection [CIRP; 中国辐射防护研究院, or中辐院 for short].55 The institute also

works with the China Aerospace Science and Technology Corporation [CASC;

中国航天科技集团公司]; and PLA General Armaments Department (GAD) warhead-related

laboratories [国防科技重点实验室] housed in CAEP facilities.56 In the past, 22 Base engineers

have worked with CAEP counterparts to extend the service life of warheads associated with

DF-2 (CSS-1), DF-4 (CSS-3), and DF-5 (CSS-4) ballistic missiles.57 They also have focused on

protective clothing for personnel, and ultrasonic testing and acoustic resonance spectroscopy

for evaluating the condition of warheads.58

Missile base-level warhead repair and maintenance is conducted in dedicated “factories”

[xiupeichang; 修配厂], where scheduled and unscheduled maintenance on missile systems

and presumably warheads is conducted. Factory personnel have also been known to deploy

to the field for emergency repairs.59

Warhead Training

Located in Taibai County, the 22 Base’s training regiment [训练团] appears to train not only

base personnel, but also the missile base warhead units.60 Each missile base has a

subordinate regiment with responsibility for operational training of the base’s launch

brigades. The operational training regiments appear to be responsible for organizing and

evaluating unit performance in mobility and launch exercises. In at least one case, the training

regiment manages the training launch sites. Training of enlisted soldiers is conducted in

Second Artillery academic institutions and within launch brigade themselves. Despite

increasing reliance on simulators, regiments are also training using real warheads.61

Communications

The Central Military Commission is likely to have a dedicated command, control, and

communications network for warhead management and directing nuclear strikes. It is

unknown if the 22 Base communications regiment is responsible for only internal

communications related to central storage and handling, or whether it plays a role in the

overall command and control of China’s nuclear operations. Private contractors recently

upgraded the warhead base’s internal fiber optic and wireless communications networks.62

Within a missile base, battalion-level entities under communications regiments are

responsible for managing a dedicated satellite ground station, microwave communications

facility, and fiber optic or other landline communications.
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Conclusion

A preliminary examination of China’s nuclear warhead storage and handling system indicates

that Beijing takes security and safety seriously. With the bulk of its nuclear warhead stockpile

nestled deep in secure mountain palaces, the 22 Base’s physical protection system appears to

be founded upon more than “guns, gates, and guards.” In fact, in defending against real and

perceived threats, Taibai may be one of the most secure warhead stockpile facilities in the

world. However, with warheads most vulnerable to theft or accident during transportation,

the system’s reliance on mobility creates opportunities for incidents and terrorist action.

While increasingly transparent, future deterrence may continue to rely on ambiguity

surrounding precise locations of base-level storage facilities and launch sites and numbers of

warheads maintained at any given time. However, while speculative at this point, an added

Second Artillery Operational Command and Control. (Source: Second Artillery Campaign Science)
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element could be newly constructed underground intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM)

launch garrisons in close proximity to the central warhead storage complex. A shorter

logistical tail could reduce vulnerability.63 A brigade headquarters, situated southeast of

Gansu Province city of Tianshui, is just over 125 kilometers from Taibai’s central storage

facility.64 Whether or not tunneling has been sufficiently extensive to partially link central

storage facilities or possible annexes with launch sites cannot be determined at the current

time.65

Perhaps related, CASC’s China Academy of Launch Technology (CALT), the primary R&D

organization in China responsible for strategic ballistic missiles and launch systems, outlined a

detailed concept for an underground mobile launch system. The CALT concept integrates a

central missile/warhead depot, underground rail and road system, and up to six silos.

Assuming a circular error probability (CEP) of 300 meters for a 30 kiloton blast, CALT

engineers calculated that the launch silos would need to be separated by at least five

kilometers. Therefore, the total area of the launch complex would need to cover 75 square

kilometers.66

Despite a significant expansion of Second Artillery’s missile brigade infrastructure over the

last 15 to 20 years, a review of China’s nuclear warhead storage and handling system offers

no obvious signs of a significant increase in China’s nuclear stockpile. Much of the missile

infrastructure expansion, beyond short range ballistic missile brigades deployed opposite

Taiwan, appears to accommodate new brigades equipped with DF-21 (CSS-5) medium range

ballistic missiles, including the terminally-guided DF-21C and perhaps the DF-21D maritime

variant in the near future. Some increase in the number of nuclear warheads should be

expected with the introduction of new missile systems, such as the DF-31A and DF-31 along

with its submarine-launched variant. However, the absence of a clear sign of nuclear warhead

growth and expansion of missile infrastructure could indicate an extension of Second

Artillery’s conventional mission. As a general trend, the distinction between brigades with

nuclear and conventional missions is becoming blurred.67

Finally, the CMC relies on Second Artillery to manage a highly centralized and tightly

controlled nuclear warhead stockpile. Warheads are mated with missiles assigned to brigades

only in elevated readiness conditions and perhaps on occasion for training purposes. It

remains open to question if China’s JIN-class submarines equipped with a new generation JL-2

submarine launched ballistic missile would patrol with armed warheads.68

Given nuclear warheads’ status as a liability, their safety and security is a common interest of

the United States and the PRC, and one of the few practical issues worthy of cooperation

between our two defense establishments through the Cooperative Threat Reduction (CTR) or

other programs. Most public discussion on nuclear safety and security to date appears limited

to the civil nuclear energy sector, despite efforts to place the issue on the defense agenda.69
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